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P421 - TPR Half Mask
Collection:  Respiratory Protection
Range:  PPE
Materials:  Thermoplastic Rubber
Inner Pack:  1
Outer Carton:  8

Product information
Experience superior protection and comfort with our premium half mask,
crafted from durable and flexible thermoplastic rubber. With dual bayonet
filter  connections,  this  mask  offers  optimal  weight  balance  and  an
expansive field of vision. Its ergonomically designed head harness ensures
maximum comfort  and  reduced  pressure,  while  ABS filter  holders  and
frontal exhalation valve provide superior protection. Available in two sizes
for a perfect fit, this mask is quick and easy to disassemble for cleaning.
Filters sold separately.

Respiratory Protection
The  Portwest  industrial  range  of  disposable  and  reusable  respirators
includes  Half  Masks  and  Full  Face  Masks  designed  to  offer  the  most
comfortable and best fitting products in the marketplace. Conforming to EN
standards EN149 (Particulate Filtering Half Masks), EN140 (Half Masks)
and  EN136  (Full  Face  Masks).  Complete  with  a  full  range  of
interchangeable filter options on the Half and Full Face Mask styles.

PPE
Portwest Head PPE range applies the latest standards to deliver the highest
level of protection. Comfortable and lightweight, the PPE range will ensure
a pleasant wear, even for long periods of use. Your safety is our mission.

Standards
EN 140: 1998

Features
Dual bayonet filter connections●

Quick and easy to disassemble for cleaning●

Filters sold separately●

Available in two sizes for the perfect fit●

Compatible with filters P902, P921, P941, P952, P971●

4-point plastic suspension harness for wearer comfort, safety and easy●

cleaning

Adjustable strap fastening for flexible sizing●

Lightweight and comfortable●

Retail box which aids presentation for retail sales●

CE certified●

UKCA marked●
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P421 - TPR Half Mask
Commodity Code: 9020009099

Test House
ITALCERT SRL     (Notified Body No.: NB: 0426)
Viale Sarca 336
, Italy
Cert No: PPE164AT2143

Carton Dimensions/Weight

Item Colour Len Wid Hgt Weight(Kg) Cubic(m3) EAN13 GTIN/DUN14
P421GRRS/M Grey 40.0 40.0 17.0 0.2100 0.0272 5036108390304 15036108874986
P421GRRM/L Grey 40.0 40.0 17.0 0.2100 0.0272 5036108390298 15036108874979


